NAPA REMANUFACTURED MANUAL TRANSMISSION UNITS AND
TRANSFER CASES

WARRANTY POLICY
12 Month Unlimited Mileage Warranty (Parts and Labor)
Phone Tech Line for warranty problems and help with installation. 1.800.921.1956 ext 130
Labor Claims for an alleged warranty unit must be returned with the core tag included with the
replacement unit with the Pro-King Part number, Serial number, Claim number, and store’s name and
address.
Axiom Automotive Technologies, 3543 Lamar Drive, Memphis TN 38118
NOTE: Units purchased for commercial vehicles, special application vehicles, such as but not limited to
Street Rods, or vehicles that do not contain the original transmission type are not covered under the
manufacturer’s warranty.
If the unit fails during the first 12 months of operation, and customer service determines (based on a
telephone interview) that the failure was due to a manufacture’s defect a claim number will be issued.
Pro-King will issue a credit after the unit is confirmed as being defective. Labor cost will not be
reimbursed unless a labor claim has been requested and a manufacturer’s defect is validated through
Pro-King’s inspection and review process. A copy of the paid repair bill must be provided. Repair and
labor quotes will not be accepted. Warranty claims must be returned in the original box, drained of
fluid and assembled.
The labor reimbursement will be as follows:
Foreign and Domestic Rear Wheel Drive / 2 WD = $95.00
Foreign and Domestic Front Wheel Drive / 2 WD = $130.00
Foreign and Domestic 4 WD / AWD = $175.00
Isuzu Trooper 86-on = $175.00
Transfer Case (All) = $80.00
All units are shipped dry. Please refer to the information provided with each unit for the correct lube
type and fill. Warranty is void if the incorrect lube is used.
Warranty on rebuilt units will be void if the unit is returned “burned up”. It is the customer’s
responsibility to be aware of leaks and get them taken care of before melt-down occurs. Leaks are
covered under warranty, burned up transmissions are not.
Axiom Automotive Technologies, Pro-King Automotive Products will not be responsible for
consequential expenses such as travel, hotels, meals, towing, car rental, etc.

